PARK ADVENTURES

We work outside of the box, creating multi-dimensional accessible events.

https://theatersimple.org/out-of-the-box

~ Adventures performed along rivers or parklands
~ Civic-planning charettes
~ Interactive installations that turn into podcasts
~ Spectacles that can move in and out of museums

We create theater.
Simple.

https://theatersimple.org/out-of-the-box

PARK ADVENTURES

Site Specific Spectacles

Since 2005, theater simple public events, to inspire linking ideas and

Thinking globally, acting locally.

~ theater simple's all-ages, all-terrain adventures are community-anchored and site-specific. Local participants join theater simpletons in concocting fun, exploring big ideas and classic stories. All-encompassing and visually stunning, these adventures are for everyone with a curious mind, a generous heart and a playful love of words.

We have capacity to include many local performers in each, aged 8-80+.

We have been creating interactive community dialogue art with daily life.

IMAGINE
TRAILER TALES: Urban Safari
An improbable memory-filled reunion with a family of-the-moment in and around a 1962 Airstream Safari trailer. Sharing the legends that make a family, TRAILER TALES creates an event that gathers stories, whether just for a day, or a weekend.
Haiku laundry line and family polaroids included.

WONDERLAND: Alice Adventures
Begin with a picnic. Add rabbits. Inspired by and adapted from the Alice stories, WONDERLAND plays with whimsy as well as perspective. Follow rabbits, meet gossipy flowers, witness tiny performances, and see the world and your park with fresh eyes. An adventure in WONDERLAND continues in imagination long after the sets have been struck.

THE ADVENTURES OF OWL AND PUSSYCAT
"The Owl and The PussyCat went to sea in a Beautiful PeaGreen Boat…"
What happens between the lines of the famous poem? Audiences will discover an unknown history created by the phrase ‘what-if…’ with a little fractured Shakespeare, vaudeville, giant puppets, and music.
Fur, feathers, and puns will fly. (Piggy will not.)

PARK BENCH
A mobile interview outpost where we invite people to have a seat and have a chat, taking the art of a everyday conversation onto a park bench near you.
An award-winning podcast series, PARK BENCH offers a different perspective on a neighborhood, an event, what the community is thinking about… slightly elevated, and a little off-center.